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ABSTRACT
This is a report summary of the Care Old Age & Child (COAC) Foundation. It consists of a
Foundation brief background, DNA (ideology). Further it gives an overview of the programs and
projects that were undertaken, Achievements, Challenges, Recommendations, Conclusion and
ends with an appendix of a few pictorials resulting from project reviews completed at the end of
financial year that ended on Saturday 30 August 2019.

ADDRESS
COAC Foundation
Uganda – East Africa
Ssehab Hotel - Kalangala District
P.O Box 23 Kalangala
Tel: +256 -776-241566
Email: info@careoldageandchildfoundation.org
www.careoldageandchildfoundation.org
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LIST OF ACRONYMS
Acquired Immuno-Deficiency Syndrome

ARVs

Anti-Retro – Viral drugs

COAC

Care Old Age and Child Foundation

HIV

Human Immune Virus

GSDGs

Global Sustainable Development Goals

OVC

Orphaned Vulnerable Children

SNE

Special Needs Education

WASH

Water Sanitation & Hygiene
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ORGANIZATION BRIEF BACKGROUND
Care Old Age & Child Foundation (COAC) is a duly grass-root registered Civil Society
Organization founded in 2014 operating in the hard-to- reach and hard-to-stay Ssese Island
communities that form Kalangala District in Uganda, East Africa. The Foundation started as a
Community Based Organization (CBO) in 2014 with operations in Kayunga Parish Mugoye
Sub-County; in 2016 COAC Foundation made conversion into a Non-Government Organization
(NGO). The Foundation‟s priority population focus is Orphaned Vulnerable Children (OVCs)
under the care of the Old, Weak and Poor Grandparents due to effects of HIV/AIDS and poverty in
the Islands of Ssese.

LOCATION OF KALANGALA DISTRICT IN UGANDA

Organizational DNA (Ideology)
Vision:
A community where OVCs & Older persons are ABLE to
transform their lives for the better
Mission:
To transform and empower the lives of OVCs& their old
and weak grannies through facilitation of ABLE services
in impartial, efficient and effective approaches for
dreams achievements.
Core Values:
COAC Foundation inspiration and values come from our belief and faith. These values enriched
and shared by many people, including those of other faiths and of no religious faith, underpin all
our work. We work in a multi-cultural society and are proud of our roots.
“Restoring Hope”
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COAC Foundation values the contribution of everyone who works or volunteers for COAC
Foundation, those who fall under our service clientele, their families, other organizations and
funders who work closely with us, and the community, churches and individual supporters who
sustain our work.

Solidarity





Excellence





We connect with the most unprivileged people.
We seek to ensure that OVCs & the vulnerable old persons‟ voices are heard.
We strive to strengthen the voices of the marginalized and vulnerable.
We value every team member and seek to ensure everyone can fulfill their
potential.

Good stewardship of organizational resources.
We strive for efficiency, effectiveness and meaningful results across our work.
We continually seek to improve our operations and increase our impact.
We take pride in our work and our accomplishments.

Integrity
 We are honest and transparent, accountable for our efforts and maintain a
consistently high moral standard.
 We are ethical in all that we do.
 We are fair with colleagues, partners and those we serve, building relationships of
trust.
Learning
 We are passionately committed both in mind and heart to seek improvement of
ourselves and our work continually through reflection and evaluation.
 We design and assess programs with an eye towards constant improvement.
 We recognize that professional development is fundamental to team satisfaction and
success.

“Restoring Hope”
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OUR HISTORY
COAC Foundation was inspired by two former Classmates at University (Lumaga Leon Joll
Lwanga & Kayondo Samuel) in 2004 and was later established in 2014. From their personal life
experiences, they wanted to help transform the lives of OVCs affected and infected by HIV/AIDS
in Ssese Islands that form Kalangala District in Uganda, specifically those OVCs under the direct
care of the poor, old and weak Grannies.

They envisioned that all humanity should have equal opportunities to access the very basic needs
of life, equity and enjoy fundamental rights regardless of their age, sex, area of location and status
so should OVCs under vulnerable grannies be able to have an opportunity to life and have a better
future just like they did under similar circumstances.
Both realized that orphaned children who remained under the care of the poor, old and weak
grandparents easily dropped out of school at low levels due to absence of the very basics of life,
consequently this resulted into high illiteracy levels and even those who were not born with
HIV/AIDS become victims of the calamity just like many of their parents had been.
COAC Foundation was established in 2014 to break this cycle and support OVCs under the direct
care of the poor, old and weak grandparents in Ssese Islands with an overall goal of Restoring
Hope to the new generation.

Registration Details:
COAC Foundation is duly registered with the Uganda National Bureau for NGOs with registration
number INDR127661646NB permited to operate in the Ssese Island region that form Kalangala
District. The Foundation also subscribe to Kalangala District Non-Government Organizations
(KADINGO).

“Restoring Hope”
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PART - 1
HIGHLIGHTS FROM A BUSY YEAR
Executive Director’s Statement:
Care Old Age & Child (COAC) Foundation is a grass root charity organization with a holistic
approach to supporting Orphans and Other Vulnerable Children under the direct care of poor, weak
and old grandparents. We strive to accomplish the best possible outcomes and opportunities to
support these children and their poor, old and weak grandparents a better happy life to achieve and
maintain the greatest possible degree of independence.
Our expert team and holistic model of care transform lives. On behalf of the Board of Trustees and
Executive Team, I am proud to present COAC Foundation annual report of 2018. This account
looks at our progress and achievements across 2018 and looks forward to some of our key
priorities for clientele in 2019.

The year 2018 has been a busy year for COAC Foundation; we have achieved growth in both
program depth and geographical scope in terms of coverage and impact. We have also brought on
board new partners and sponsors and there are ongoing engagements with old and new potential
program sponsors, partners (Including Local Government) and donors both locally and
internationally to ensure continued support and funding. In doing so, we have also redesigned
some of our programs like the Economic Empowerment and Life Skills to attain more
sustainability and impact in the shortest time possible. This has enabled us to save a lot of
resources and diverted them to others areas of dire need that would otherwise have lacked redress
due to lack of funds.
We have enrolled more households led by old, weak and poor grannies especially Grandmothers
taking care of HIV/AIDS Orphans and some of the OVCs are on ARVs. The number of OVCs
assessed and enrolled into the Foundation has also increased hence raising both the need and
urgency for us to act before most of them turn into adolescents before we intervene.
The Foundation has also embarked on a massive resource mobilization campaign exploiting even
the digital and online platforms like Global Giving and Go Fund Me respectively. Resources and
Efforts to exhaust any funding opportunity to enable us implement our programs during the 2019
are readily available and we are more determined to achieve our goals and objectives and restore
hope among the hopeless grannies and their orphaned grandchildren.

We are so proud of all that the COAC Foundation family has achieved over the years, and know
we have so much to be thankful for as our work reaches out to more and more people living with
“Restoring Hope”
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and affected by HIV. We simply could not do all this alone, and our thanks go to all our
supporters, staff, volunteers and friends for their financial support and prayers that have helped to
sustain and grow our work. We continue to transform the lives of so many people and remain
steadfast in our vision to transform life in all its fullness for people effected with and affected by
HIV.
We look forward to a better and brighter 2019 with high hopes of transforming the lives of the
HIV/AIDS OVCs and their Old, Weak and Poor Guardians especially the Grandmothers.

SERVICES AT COAC FOUNDATION
COAC Foundation places the individual at the very heart of its planning, services and actions.
Good stewardship of resources, we are dedicated to upholding:





Connecting with the most unprivileged people
Commitment to learn, open communication and respect of individual dignity.
Maintain a consistently high moral standard.
Development and encouragement of people to their full potential.

Care
Services
Learning
OUR

OUR
VALUES
Development

Quality
Commitment

Our Faith: The small things, contributions we do accumulate and overwhelm the World.
COAC Foundation mission is to reach out to those OVCs in greatest need, providing care, love and
compassion to the sick and vulnerable. COAC Foundation‟s faith and strong sense of mission to
educate, share knowledge and care for those in greatest need continues to underpin our work.

“Restoring Hope”
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OVC (Reach the Child) Program.
Being an Orphan is challenging regardless of where one is or of your socio-economic status; but,
it‟s even much more biting if you are from the hard-to-reach and hard-to-stay Islands of Ssese in
Kalangala District. Service accessibility and delivery is a record low and not sustainably available
for both the public and private sectors respectively.
HIV/AIDS scourge has penetrated each and every household on the Islands leaving many children
orphans and helpless with no other stronger and younger family member to take care of them
except their grandmothers or grandfathers. This has created a new wave of a unique challenge that
for a number of years has been neglected by most Civil Society Organizations. The Government of
Uganda is trying its best to help but it‟s performing unwell on the scorecard.
We assessed 53vulnerable families within our niche and 30 households headed by weak, old and
poor grannies taking care of Orphaned children due to HIV/AIDS epidemic qualified to join the
OVC Program. The exercise was largely carried out in Bujumba sub-county zeroing on Bujumba
and Bwendero parishes on Bugala Island in Kalangala District.
We offer the following OVC services;
 Education (Tuition fees for the OVCs, Scholastic material and requirements) this also includes
lunch while at school. In the year 20189, COAC Foundation has made more partnerships with
schools where our OVCs learn from. We have seen the number of schools working with us
increase from 5 to 10 in a year. This figure also includes 3 Kindergartens, 2 Secondary schools
and 6 Primary Schools respectively. The school retention rate among our OVCs is 92% while
others join our Life Skills Program. The academic performance of our OVCs has also
progressively improved over the years getting better and better each year.

This has changed their lives positively building a strong feeling of self-worthiness among them
and consequently changing their perception toward life and life challenges. They are not bitter and
“Restoring Hope”
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negative about the fate that befell them; they are doing something about changing the course of
their fateful destiny rather than lament and mourn over the past they can‟t change.
 Clothing, Sports and Game materials

Ambassador Mayor Jack Ellis of C. Jack Ellis Youth Foundation based in Macon Georgia, USA
gives clothes to Henry Kato at St. Theresa Primary School in Bwendero Parish, Kalangala
District.
 Life Skills Training: Especially for the Out of School OVCs to help them acquire the
necessary skills in various disciplines such as Craft Works, Metal works & Fabrication, Motor
Vehicle Mechanics, Electrical Appliances Repair & Maintenance, Weed & Pest Control. This
enables them to support themselves, the siblings and their Grandparents hence relieving the
old granny of the worry to shoulder the responsibility.

COAC Foundation successfully supporting the
empowerment of young women with a disability
under the care of Old and grandma to learn a
skill, inspiring them to become self-employed:

“Restoring Hope”
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Before Josephine, who has a physical disability, was taken by COAC Foundation‟s
programme, she spent her days at home because grandma could not afford school fees. The
programme transformed her prospects – she tried welding and found she enjoyed it. “I’m doing
well as a welder. I’m better than the boys in my class!” she says. “I’m going to start working when
my training finishes. I want to have my own workshop.”

Life Skills Training improves their livelihood boost their Self-esteem and Confidence levels and
enhance on their interpersonal and communication skills. It also gives them a broader perspective
about life, making them „born again.‟
Restoring Independence
Through Grannies Program Support and rehabilitation at more than 50% of our clients can
become independence and the lives of many others are vastly improved.
During the 2018 period, we have expanded Income Generating Activities (IGAs) for the
Grandparent led households to enable them sustain their lives and also boost household income
and make life better and much more meaningful.
We provided basic necessities of life to the old and weak Grandparents who have dependents
orphaned by HIV/AIDS and others on ARVs. We also later through experience and after a
thorough study included another vulnerability niche of Grandparents bitten hard by the pangs of
HIV/AIDS and poverty effects into the program.
We established the Craft project especially the local brooms and mats which has a ready market on
the Island and neighbouring districts of Masaka and Wakiso respectively. These economic
engagements have psychologically boosted the households since they are busy with themselves
and have little time to worry about tomorrow and bring back their painful past. It also helps them
socialize with other members in the community and they get to share and learn so much about how
to forge ahead with a positive mindset.

“Restoring Hope”
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They have also made a good fortune out of the IGAs and used the proceeds to buy basic needs of
life such as food, medicine, clothing… this gives them a feeling of self-worthiness and they earn
dignity and respect in society. The other Income Generating Activities include; Piggery and Goat
rearing, fruit and vegetable growing.

Our Staff Emmanuel and Samuel conducting an Economic Impact Assessment of the Craft Project
unto the household of Grandma Teopista Nalusiba in Bwendero Parish.

The Programs Coordinator Leon assessing the goat rearing project for the 10 member solidarity
group hosted at Grandma Nandago Theresa of Bwendero villiage in Bwendero Parish

“Restoring Hope”
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Grannies Program Support also has provision of better shelter project where we construct houses
for the old and weak beneficiaries whose shelters is in dire need and posing a greater risk of
collapse, injuring and or causing death(s).

Ms. Roseline poses with a smile at the goathouse; she hosts the area project and has a lot
of experience, below is the inner appearance of her goats. The project is doing well and
they need more goats.

“Restoring Hope”
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Primary Health Care:
Mosquito nets, Dietary supplements, Deworming tablets, Painkillers as well as clean water,
Sanitation and Hygiene services

COAC Foundation Ambassador to USA Mayor Jack of C Jack Ellis Youth Foundation with
staffs erect an utensil rack for Grandma Mukabatazi standing in front of her house and
some of grandchildren keenly observing. This exercise is part of Sanitation & Hygiene
program. The state of her house is alarming and in dire state.

ACHIEVEMENTS
The calendar year 2018-2019 saw a great improvement in both our modules of service delivery and
the impact it brought unto the lives of our project beneficiaries. The most outstanding
achievements include:
1. Ten-year Strategic Plan: We launched a 10-year strategic plan titled a Sail of Good Hope
covering 2018-2028. This is our guiding yardstick that personifies Care Old Age & Child
Foundation‟s continuing commitment to listen to the hopeless voices from the two core
vulnerable groups in the entire Ssese Island community, deepen our partnerships in every
sector, and share the lessons and benefits that emerge from our work.
“Restoring Hope”
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2. Partnership: It is the best way to go if one is to get far and sustain and consolidate past and
nurture future achievements. It reduces operational costs, build good synergy impact and
enables us deliver more effectively and reach out many more families than we would if we
were doing it alone. We made partners with; C. Jack Ellis Youth Foundation, House of Hope
Mission Church, Picture of Health Foundation, all from Georgia USA and also made a fiveyear Memorandum of Understanding and partnership with the Kalangala District Local
Government. We also continue to enjoy our longtime partnership with Ssese Habitat Hotel &
Resort who provide us with accommodation and host our offices. Our latest partners to join our
partners list being; Ssese Islands Nature Conservation and Tourism Association, Kalangala
District NGO Forum, Kalangala District Education Forum, Kalangala Forum for People
Living with HIV/AIDS Network. We still look forward to partnering with many other
organizations who share similar visions and goals with us to help make and create a bigger
impact on humanity.
3. Foundation Website: We managed to develop and host a functioning website
(www.careoldageandchildfoundation.org), this will increase popularizing of Foundation name
& Activities, enhance our capacity in terms of resources, reveal our performance and access
international audience and learn more of COAC Foundation as well as providing interactions
that create everlasting impact upon the lives of the communities we serve.

4. Fundraising: The COAC fundraising team started at in October 2017 and has been working
on creating a new Fundraising and Communications plan for 2018 as well as some key events
to mark COAC Foundation‟s 4th year. The team‟s main focus is to raise funds to extend
sustainable Programs and services to the Foundation‟s clientele and Ssese Island community.
Foreign funding: We managed to secure some funding from Picture of Health Foundation both
from Macon, Georgia, USA. These funds are respectively in support of the Home based health
care and Safe Shelter projects for the Poor, weak and old grandmother who are living in dangerous
shelters on the verge of collapse and pose a great peril to their health and lives of the entire family
living there.
Church support: During this year of 2018, COAC Ambassador to USA Mayor Jack Ellis, made a
historical presentation about our vulnerability groups to the House of Hope Church in Macon
Georgia where our program work of safer grandma shelter began. We aim to increase our Church
talks and support. If you are part of a church or community group who would like COAC
Foundation to visit and talk about our work, please do get in touch

5. Clothing: The foundation has also managed within the 2018/2019 period to mobilize locally
and internationally in kind support in terms of clothing for the vulnerable families in our
“Restoring Hope”
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project. We also got games for children, sports shoes and jerseys as well and over 500 children
and 120 grannies have benefited from this project within this year.

Care Old Age & Child Foundation staff Dennis and our Civic volunteer Hellen (in red
dress) of Bugala village in Kalangala Town Council Sub county select wear & clothing for
the family of grandmother. Nankya Teopista in the far right with an overwhelmed joy &
wondering gesture!!
6. Schools Campaign: We managed to talk to 5 schools and we reached to an agreement with
them to reduce lunch and meal fees for our OVCs by 50%. This discount enabled many of our
school-going OVCs concentrate more on their studies, perform better and be a lot healthier. It
also reduced absenteeism by more than 72%.
7. Fishing Gears: The foundation mobilized other funding from Liberty Development and other
in kind items to support the youths engaging in fishing activities to 40 canoe boats at
Kisalamala fishing land site. These included fishing gears (nets, plies, life jackets, fishing
licenses and ice banks).

8. Household Assessment: We also managed to assess 100 households on Bugala Island which
are headed by weak, old and poor grandmothers. The assessment exercise resulted into
enrolling 51 households that were in dire need of our services and urgent intervention. These
households have more than 200 Orphans under the direct care of their grandmothers.
“Restoring Hope”
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COAC Foundation staff members (Dennis & Emmanuel) carrying out individual OVC data
profiling respectively while Leon is observing the exercise in Bwendero Parish

9. Clean Energy: We support our vulnerability clientele with clean energy. In the year of 20182019, We supported 0 small solar panels and 40 solar lattens to households headed by poor,
weak and old grandmothers (due to resource constraints) who could not afford buying kerosene
for lighting their local lamps.

“Restoring Hope”
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Grandmother Jane Francis Nalukumbi receiving guidance on how to use the solar system received
from COAC Foundation. This project is called Clean and Low Energy Costs

Leon of COAC Foundation Orients GrandMa Nakaweesi Maria on how to use a solar
latten while Denis does beneficiary profiling. This project is called Clean and Low energy
cost saving

“Restoring Hope”
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Grandma Mukaluyinda Cissy welcomes our staff and Ambassador Jack Ellis to her new shelter we
constructed for her and her seven grandchildren. It was far from her dream to ever sleep in a good and safe
house.

10. Community Outreach &Engagements: We have conducted 8 civic sensitization community
outreach in order to enhance networking, collaborations with civic education inclusion of local
community participation that aim to inculcate a sense of having shared responsibility towards
these poor, weak and old persons thus aligning the Ssese Island communities with COAC
Foundation‟s community‐impact objectives.

“Restoring Hope”
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COAC Foundation Programs Coordinator Leon Conducting civic Community
sensitization at Kisalamala landing Site

CHALLENGES
1. Inadequate Funding: We have achieved a lot with minimal resources but could do much
more and reach to many more vulnerable households led by the old, weak and poor
grannies taking care of Orphans especially those orphaned as a result of HIV/AIDS in
Ssese Islands, Kalangala District.
Even the already assessed and enrolled households still need more funding in many project
areas especially Education, Life Skills Training, Water Sanitation & Hygiene, Safe Shelter,
Health and Economic Empowerment. There is dire need with the demand for our services
way too high and the urgency to deliver them equally high. There are still many households
from various parishes or islands not yet assessed and enrolled into the numerous
Foundation programs due to inadequate resources.

“Restoring Hope”
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2. Overwhelming Demand for Foundation Services: The demand for Foundation projects
and services is another big challenge yet we find ourselves way behind the pace to meet
these demands. Safe Shelter Project calls for Basic improved welfare such as bedding
amenities, clean energy and WASH facilities.
Some OVCs have shown interests of rearing rabbits and poultry farming in groups but we
are yet to get funding and partners for that scheme. We have also come across OVCs who
have learning challenges (either due to impairment or disability) and fit in Special Needs
Education (SNE). It takes a high budget to meet their Education needs since we have to
take them off the Islands up to either Masaka or Kampala Districts on the mainland where
there are Education facilities that suit their learning demands.
The numbers of OVCs are growing, so do their demands keep evolving. Those who were
children a few years ago are now adolescents and need youth services unlike before.
Out-of-school OVCs who benefit from the Life Skills Project find it more viable to leave
the Islands and start a better life on the mainland hence creating a distance between them
and their respective families. This has largely been due to the low demands of their services
like Hairdressing and Motor Vehicle Mechanics within the Islands.
We have had a few incidences where the responsible family member, the Granny, in this
case dies and we have to look for a foster home in the neighborhood where the children can
stay while we try to get any other relative to come and take over the responsibility of
parenting. Such demands and challenges keep cropping up and stretches our capacity,
especially resources beyond our ability.
3. High Transport Costs: Traveling within the Island communities is a big challenge and it
takes long hours to get to the intended destination because these Islands are geographically
fragmented and relatively isolated experiencing low availability of consistent, safe and
affordable transport means to provide inter- connectivity challenges within Kalangala
district. Additionally, bad weather disrupts a number of programs and events since the lake
turns out to be unsafe for local boats that we normally use for internal transport. The
availability of transport services is low and hardly accessible on time despite the high costs
one has to incur.
4. Poor and Unsafe Shelter: Most Grandmothers are living in houses that poses a greater
risk of collapse and causing grievous bodily harm and if not death to the occupants. Most
of the shelters that are wooden are rotten and eaten up by termites. The houses leak and are
damp and wet inside posing a great health hazard given the vulnerability of the occupants
comprised of mainly children and the Granny.

“Restoring Hope”
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They normally sleep on grass and sacks which act as mattresses and hardly do they have
bed sheets and blankets to warm themselves up. The floor of their houses are normally
damp hence worsening their plight. This causes them to catch cold and fever most times
and also affecting the Respiratory Track health of the occupants. We have recorded a
number of Asthma related illness in relation to this situation.
5. Long Distances to Schools: Some schools are quite distant and the children have to trek
long distances in addition to cross over to another Island using small wooden boats to and
from every day throughout the term. Imagine a six-year-old walking 6 miles a day and then
uses a wooden boat coxswained by fellow pupils! There are Islands which do not have
schools and the children have to board boats which ferry them to school. This means that
they do not attend school or return home if the lake isn‟t calm. They also don‟t have life
jackets in case of any water related tragedy exposing them to a great life peril.
6. Unclean and High Energy Costs: It‟s imperative to note that quite a number of virgin
tropic forests on Bugala and Bunyama Islands respectively were destroyed by Oil Palm
Uganda in the quest of planting oil palm trees. According to our survey together with the
Kalangala District Forest Department, it shows that more than 98% of the populace use
firewood as their major source of energy for cooking. This means that we are losing a lot of
trees and consequently forest cover at a very alarming rate.
The households led by the old, weak and poor grannies largely comprise of children aged
between 2-14 years old and find it challenging to travel into the thick forests in search of
firewood. The grannies are old, weak and cannot sustainably meet energy needs especially
“Restoring Hope”
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for cooking. This is also the same case when it comes to lighting the house in late evening
and the night. They use kerosene together with the local tined lamps. This produces a lot of
soot and smoke which poses a health risk for all the occupants causing them respiratory
ailments. Kerosene is expensive and not all can afford to buy it sustainably. Better and
safer energy options such as solar energy for cooking and lighting are way too expensive
for the vulnerable households.
7.

Clean and Safe Water for Domestic Consumption: Children and other vulnerable
segments including older persons, women living in Ssese Islands stand a greater risk of
contracting waterborne diseases arising from the increasing consumption of unsafe water
and poor sanitation. This challenge is facing the entire Ssese Islands as a whole and not just
the old, weak and poor led households in Kalangala district. This challenge hits them too
hard though than any other segment in the population.
On Bugala Island has relatively friendly WASH services but since these grannies have not
sustainable income, they can hardly afford to meet WASH expenses under a private
arrangement of pumped piped water supply by Kalangala Infrastructure Service (KIS).
Most of the public water sources such the water springs are distant, boreholes are broken
down and expensive to repair. This is coupled with the problem of water contamination
from and around the landing sites. This has caused waterborne diseases like bilharzia and
dysentery to the populace.

8. Land Ownership Wrangles: Our project beneficiaries are majorly HIV/AIDS Orphans
and their old, weak and poor grannies who do not have Mailo land interest but are bonafide
land tenants with no documentation and proof of ownership. This makes them prone to
unlawful evictions by fraudulent land owners and third parties. Their property is normally
destroyed including crops leaving them homeless and much more vulnerable and miserable
than ever before.
9. Unhealthy Conditions: Especially of the grannies and the OVCs on ARVs. They often fall
sick due to either old age or other live threatening conditions; this is also because of their
weak immunity and stress factors. The OVCs who are on ARVs are delicate and need
special diet which is a luxury given the circumstances at hand.

“Restoring Hope”
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CALL FOR ACTIONS
1. Mobilize More Resources: This will help us sustainably meet the demand and needs for
our services to the segment we serve. It will also enable us to deliver more effectively,
transform many lives and have a bigger everlasting impact unto the beneficiaries.
Resources will also help us establish new programs to meet the ever evolving need within
and outside the scope of the project design. It will also enable us enroll more households
led by the weak, old and poor grandparents and their orphaned grandchildren.
2. Proactive and Strategic Project Design: We should be much more strategic and digest
every aspect and nitty-gritties of the project with a proactive sense of vision right from
project initiation, throughout its design and implementation. This will help us easily
accommodate future challenges arising from the projects being implemented due to
evolution of the hierarchy of needs.
3. Procure a Vehicle and a Boat: This will reduce on the project implementation costs as
well ease transport both on road and water during our work. The foundation will save
money and time which will be used to serve and attend to other clients who are in dire need
for our services.
4. Procure Life Jackets and Protective Gears: Especially for the OVCs who use boats as
transport means to go to school. They also need to have water resistant school bags to
protect their books from getting wet and spoilt in case of rains and boat leaks. The children
especially day scholars need polythene and light raincoats since Ssese Islands get rains
throughout the year.
5. Assist in Provision of More Safe Shelters: This will enable the grannies who are living
dangerously with their orphaned grandchildren feel safer and have dignity in society. It will
also inspire and motivate them to take the lead in the battle of self-transformation.
Experience has taught us that the households who have benefited from the Safe Shelter
Project have responded well and actively invested in the other projects. This is largely due
to the positive paradigm shift in their mindsets. It also gives them good health and
happiness.
6. Assist to Enroll the Young OVCS in Boarding Section: The young OVCs aged between
5-9 years be taken to the boarding facilities in their respective schools from Monday to
Friday and be allowed to return home and have some time with their grannies. This will
help them love school more and enjoy learning. They will also be safe given the rampant
cases of kidnaps and child sacrifice in the country not withstanding Kalangala District.
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7. Safe and Clean Energy Policies: Build local energy saving ovens that consume less
firewood but cook faster. This will be done with our partners; we shall train the youth and
other OVCs how to construct the local energy saving ovens. They will also train the other
community members and hence the synergy and multiplier effect. The impact will be
enormous and long lasting. A lot of trees will be saved in the process hence a slow forest
cover degradation. Solar energy shall be embraced through providing solar panels to the
economically empowered households on a soft loan basis. They will use solar for lighting
and radio. This will improve on their respiratory rest and also enable them save more.
8. Assist in Repair of Major WASH facilities and Invest into new WASH facilities: The
numerous major water sources in highly populated areas such as Trading Centers and
landing Sites need to be revamped. These include boreholes, pumped piped water systems,
community wells and taps. In doing this, a lot of emphasis will be put to water safety
through ensuring water treatment to avoid waterborne diseases.
We need to provide water tanks with big capacities of at least 10,000-50,000 liters to
schools, hospitals and areas where the costs for establishing other water options are high or
practically impossible. The grannies also need to be given smaller water tanks that can
collect water they can use for at least a week or more to reduce on the time the children
have to spend going to fetch water.
9. Assist in Provision of Legal Aid and Land Documentation: The need to help the
grannies and the OVCs (Child-headed families) to document their land ownership interests
will be a great move since land is key to production and livelihood. This will save them
from being unlawfully evicted by fraudsters and other greedy land owners. It will also give
them a peace of mind such that they can concentrate on development and making their lives
better for a brighter future.
10. Assist in Provision of Dietary, Food Supplements and Supplies: Especially to the
grannies and OVCs who are HIV+ and on medication. This will improve their health and
also boost their immunity. They will get stronger and can participate in the project
activities and programs.
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PART – 2

LOOKING BACK AT PRIORITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT 2018
Last year we identified three quality priorities. This section describes what we planned and what
we achieved consequently.
Priority 1: Development of electronic patient database system
Description: COAC Foundation clientele records, although partially digitized, are in the main
paper based. We look to move towards a comprehensive electronic clientele record system. This
will improve internal access to information and assist in the presentation of required data to the
Commissioners and others.

Program,
project

Clientele
Group

Notes from
Staff

Electron
ic
clientele
Record

Assessments
Made

Letters/Repo
rts

Target 1:


Led by our new Executive Director and working with our provider we will appraise our
manual system to improve the outputs from it and to assess its suitability for our
ongoing needs.
Progress:



We have begun the process of taking our current beneficiary administration system and turning
it into an electronic patient record system. Our current providers have been working with us to
deliver on this target and there has been considerable work to try to redesign the system to meet
our expectations. We have identified that there is a significant training requirement as the level
of computer knowledge amongst staff is quite low and the investment in this area will need to be
greater than we had originally anticipated. This will continue to be a target for the next two to
three years until completion of the project.
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Target 2:
 We will set up the database system to transform the reports and data into a standardized format.
Progress:
 We have made considerable progress in developing our database structures to meet reporting
standards and whilst this work is ongoing we are able to access all of our key beneficiary
administration data electronically. Once we have created electronic beneficiary records we will
also be able to more easily access this data. At present all of this information has to be collected
manually from paper based clientele records and then entered into spreadsheets ready for
reporting.

Priority 2: Accurate reports and data analysis
Description: The reports produced last year required
improvement in the quality of data. It is important to generate
beneficiary and program/project data on a regular basis for
internal reporting and for external commissioners. Improving
our collection and management of beneficiary/program data
will help to provide the information required for analysis.
Target:

 It will facilitate improved reporting internally and externally to commissioners along with
Foundation specialists and others.
 We will conduct a review of our data management and establish a specific role of Information
Officer in direct line management to the Executive Director.

 The post will work closely with the Management Team so that decision making is underpinned
with reliable analysis of data in a timely fashion.
Progress:

 We have made considerable progress in developing our reporting systems to meet the needs of
our board. We appointed an Information Officer to work directly with the Executive Director
and other Foundation Staff members. The number and complexity of the reports that we are
now able to generate far exceeds anything that the Foundation has produced in the past. This
has come at a cost and at a time when the Foundation is trying hard to reduce expenditure. We
will continue to work with board in order to ensure that they have timely, accurate and complete
data on which they can base commissioning decisions.
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Priority 3: Team work across the Organization
Description: Good teamwork is essential for high
performance in any organization. Certain features of
organizations make teamwork even more important
enabling better performance and other benefits.

Target:
We will increase the understanding of the various
roles across the Foundation and improve our working
together to be more efficient and effective.
With improved awareness we will show greater support for each other and work together to meet
our shared goals.
Progress:
 Over the past year we have made significant progress in breaking down barriers within the
organization.
 We have a much greater team spirit with all departments working closely to ensure that the
Foundation meets the needs of the beneficiary and community at large.
 We will continue to monitor the situation but this is one target that we can confidently say
„job done‟.

Statement of Assurance
COAC Foundation submits Quarterly Performance Reports to project partners in the form of a
Key Quality Performance Indicator (KPI) table with additional narrative and commentary.
COAC Foundation Management Team meets monthly to discuss management and operational
issues, and to drive forward the business plan. It supports the function of the Risk Management
and Clinical Governance committees and it ensures that a range of monthly internal audits are
undertaken as well as the quarterly Morbidity and Mortality meeting.
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ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP
COAC Foundation Governance Structure

Board of
Trustees
Senior

Mana gement
Team Mtg
Management
Team Mtg

Risk
Management
Group Mtg

Project
Team Mtg

Finance &
Fundraising

Team

Communication
and Marketing
Team Mtg

COAC Foundation Governance Model for the Trustee Board:
The Foundation Board of trustees is the supreme governing body, comprised of Members who
are volunteers with a variety expertise in a wide of humanitarian disciplines to support COAC
Foundation mission, objectives and vision. The Board governs the Foundation on behalf of the
Society Membership, the Executive Director, the Staff and Clients and the Community in which
the Foundation functions:
 Voting by majority of quorate meeting
 Quorum: 5 for all meetings
 Framework to be reviewed annually
Trustee Board Meeting:
 Members: COAC Foundation Trustees
 Attendance: Staff by invitation of Trustees
 Objectives: to review the Strategy, Performance, Finance, Clinical Governance, Key Risk
 Meeting Duration: Meets Quarterly

COAC Foundation Senior Management Team (SMT)
The Foundation secretariat is headed by ED who is COAC Foundation‟s Chief Accounting
Officer and other top management Members include: Programs Coordinator, Head of Finance,
Head of Human Resource and Administration,
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Objectives:
1. Foundation Operational and Performance
2. Resource Mobilization and Fundraising
3. Finance, accounts and record keeping
4. Personnel administration and management
5. Risks for the main board
6. Foundation Publicity & Communications
Directors will invite attendees as required.
Timing: Monthly.

Accounts
Financial governance has always been a key priority at COAC Foundation and with the funding
challenges faced in 2018; we have implemented fundamental reorganization across the
Foundation. This has resulted in reductions being made in non-programmatic expenditure, and
the movement of some of our support activities closer to our programmes. We continue to strive
to be efficient and forward looking. We achieve value for money across our programmes,
promote best practice and share our knowledge and experiences. Due to this reorganization our
forecast is for a surplus for 2019 and beyond.
CARE OLD AGE & CHILD FOUNDATION
DIRECTORS’ AND FINANCIAL REPORT FOR THE PERIOD FROM 2018 1ST
JANUARY 2018 TO 31ST DECEMBER 2018
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS OF 31ST DECEMBER 2018

NOTES
ASSETS
NON CURRENT ASSETS
Property & Equipment
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and Bank Balances
TOTAL ASSETS
FINANCED BY:
Equity:
Accumulated funds
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Payments & Accruals

2017. UGSHS.

14,950,000
6,055,239
21,005,239
6,176,639
14,828,600
21,005,239
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CARE OLD AGE & CHILD FOUNDATION
COMPREHENSIVE STATEMENT OF INCOME FOR THE PERIOD
ENDED 31ST DECEMBER, 2018
Notes

2018 UGX

2017 UGX

63,007,600
110,500,900
348,120
173,856,620

49,102,400
78,040,500
282,673
127,425,573

43,702,000
6,800,000
5,210,000
3,780,000
630,000
18,220,000
12,100,000
2,050,000
21,200,000
500,000
16,450,000
18,603,000
601,372
3,000,000
4,200,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
896,000
3,434,000
850,000
170,226,372

29,344,000
4,200,000
4,400,000
3,800,000
3,660,500
1,420,000
12,406,000
14,200,000
6,660,000
18,000,000
300,000
10,150,000
15,400,000
808,434
2,500,000
127,248,934

REVENUE
FUNDRAISING
Foreign donations & grants
Local donations
Interest
TOTAL INCOME
LESS: EXPENDITURE
Direct Elderly and child activities
Printing & Stationery
Telephone / Airtime
Staff Uniform
Electricity & Water
Registration and permits
Out reaches
Transport & traveling
Brochures/Cards
Rent
NGO subscription fee
Fuel / oils
Boat / Engine Hire
Bank charges
Audit fees
Consultancy & Legal fees
Capacity Building
Postage costs
Board Governance Expenses
Depreciation charge for the year
Repair & Maintenance
TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Excess of income over expenditure for
the period

3,630,248

176,639
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CONCLUSION
We are happy to celebrate the achievements of 2018-2019 together with our partners and sponsors
and we strongly believe we can do much more than this if we are availed with more resources and
are equipped with good facilities to help us deliver and help transform the lives of the HIV/AIDS
Orphans under the care of the weak, old and poor Grandparents in Ssese Islands of Kalangala
District.
We look forward to many more years filled with sustainable programs that offer both inclusion and
participation of beneficiaries and ownership of the projects by the communities we serve.
Transforming and changing one‟s life is a process and we are committed to making sure this
happens with the resources at our disposal.
We request for more support from all the stakeholders to join hands with us to see that we restore
lost hope among these vulnerable families by showing them Love, Care and Compassion.

Our Special thanks
To our wealth of fantastic supporters who have helped and supported us with donations,
collections and with a variety of ways to raise funds on our behalf, our thanks also go to the
following organizations for their generous support in 2018:
 C Jack Ellis Youth Foundation - Macon Georgia USA
 Picture of Health Foundation – Atlanta Georgia USA
 House
of
Hope
Church
Ministries
–

Macon

Georgia

USA
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ANNEXES ONE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Rotarian Simon Peter Mulimira
Rotarian Harriet Ssali
Rev Fr (Dr) Richard Mark Ssajjabi
Rev Fr Aloysius Njala
Mr. Mukasa Aloysious Bisaso
Mr. Ssekimpi Emmanuel Lule
Hon. Council Moses Wagaba Kabuusu

Board Chairperson
Vice Chairperson
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Secretary

PATRONS
Rotarian Gen Hon Katumba Edward Wamala
Rotarian Hon. Ruth Nvumetta Kavuma

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Nandawula Rhoda
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